M. A. McKiernan TENSOR CONCOMITANTS OF THE METRIC TENSOR; M-FORMS WHOSE PROPER ISOTROPY GROUP CONTAINS THAT OF A SYMMETRIC 2-FORM
On the occasion of Professor S. Gol^b's 70^ birthday
Introduction'
With °f and n-dimensional vector space over the reals (R (some weakening to other fields is possible) let ¿ be a mul- 
. .AXJJ^ for all vectors
A is called a proper isotropy for 0 if in addition the Jacobian j(A) is positive. Let g: ¥ * (Rbe a non-singular 2-form, symmetric, of signature (t, n-t); hence g(x,y) = g(y,x) for all x,yeT, and if g(x,y) = gi;j x 1 y G relative to a basis of 9" (the summation convention will be used throughout), then g-¡.¡ , det (g^-) t 0, and there x j j i i j exists a basis relative to which the matrix (g..) has the form diag (+1,...,+1, -1,...,-1) with t repetitions of +1. The -253 -proper isotropy group for g, alternatively the proper Lorentz group relative to g t is denoted by,£ + (t,n) and is defined by (2) AeoC + (t,n) iff g(x,y) = g(Ax, Ay) for all x,y 6 r, J,(A) > 0, where of course A denotes a linear transformation. One formulation of our problem is: characterize all m-forms <t> for which (1) holds for all AeX + (t,n), that is, all A for which (2) holds.
This problem originally arose in attempting to characterize scalar field theories in general relativity,and was formulated by D. Lovelock in a seemingly quite different form (P69, Aeq. Math., 4 (1970) , p. 256). Let g.. be the metric . u tensor in a Riemannian manifold, not necessarily positive definite. Lovelock's problem is then to characterize all covariant tensor concomitants (non-differential) <j>.
. . , where each 1 *" m i p = 1,...,n, such that m  1  2  12  1  m  J 1  ,,,J m  r 1  r 2   3 for all induced tangent space transformations A^ with det (Ai) > 0. tJ It was conjectured by D. Lovelock that such a concomitant must be formed from linear combinations of products of g. . and, when m>n, Levi-Civita tensors. J While the above problems seem different, and are in fact not quite equivalent, they are never-the-less so closely related that solution of either immediately resolves the other since X + (t,n) is the set of A^ which leave the components g__ numerically invariant, rs -254 - Corollary.
If an m-form is invariant under the connected component of I in L + (t,n) for m<n, then this m--i-form 0 (X, ..., X) is a polynomial in g(X, X) and, if m = = n, in det(X,...,X).
This corollary follows from the above lemma and known results in invariant theory, for example the survey article [5] In view of the above lemma and corollary it would seem that the present problem is completely solved. While this is partially true there are currently many problems arising in the characterization of relativistic field theories ("4], [6], ... which require the specialized techniques below. To illustrate, if one wishes to characterize all tensor concomitants of odd rank which are concomitants of the metric tensor, its first and second partial derivatives, the solution can be trivially seen to be identically zero. It is well known that such a concomitant must be of the form <p.
. (gj,-, R-s -¡i, n ) , and ij ijkx since its transformation law is to be -257 -it follows with that: If m is odd, then any tensor concomitant of the form ...i (s rs* 8 k S rs' 3 p 3 k S rs^ must vanisl1 identically. In addition, the above corollary holds for m«n while a large part of our results are valid for all m,n. Finally, our proof of the above corollary employs only the most elementary tensor techniques which are equally applicable to many other such problems.
Statement of Results
The main result may be stated as follows.Let S 3 denote the permutation group on m elements; TP contains .m! elements which may be arbitrarily ordered to the integers 1. 2,...,m!. Then ...,rmjp will denote the result of the p permutation applied to the m-tuple r^,...,rm (this is the notation as used in [8]). Theorem 2.
If (1) is to hold for all transformations A satisfying (2), or alternatively, if (3) is to hold whenever det then u a) for odd m<n follows $ . . = 0 = <p 1" * m ' y3) for odd m = n follows n (6) <t > (x1,... ,xn) = k Vs A x2 A if) for even m<n follows
6) for even m = n, the term (6) should be added to (7), where k, and k p denote arbitrary constants^.
It should be noted that (7) does not contain m! independent constants in view of the symmetry of g and the commutativity of multiplication. There are in fact only
3.1 ( m )l2 m/2 distinct terms. In section 5 we will introduce notation which will allow us to formulate the above theorem more precisely.
The Theorem 1 below, used in Section 5 to prove the above theorem, gives considerable information regarding the concomitant (form) for all m,n. Before stating the theorem, and before proceeding to the proofs of these theorems, it^should be remarked that the theorem, and the proofs in Sections 3,4-, are presented in a somewhat non-formal terminology because they are reasonably simple to understand and seem not to warrant a more rigourous approach. The proof in Section 5 is, in the author's opinion, a different matter and required the introduction of considerably more precise terminology.
It is hoped that the loose terminology below and in Section 3, and the introduction of seemingly irrelevant symbols in Section 5, will not offend too many readers. With this apology we may state our theorem as follows.
Choose as a basis of f a set of n vectors a^ for i = 1, ...,n such that ^ Essentially y) S) state that is in fact generated by the tensor products of geT®T with itself, along with (6) when n = m.This seems valid even for m>n.
-259 - where for brevity c and s denote cosh 0 and sinh 0 for arbitrary 0. Since ^ is multilinear, the right hand side of (9) may be expanded in terms of c .s^; explicit expansion is unnecessary, we require only the rather obvious fact that Our lemma will then f.ollow if it can be proved that 2 H Po, cosh 2 '" -0 ' 0. sinh 01 0=0 implies p^ = 0 . -265 -Case 2: every base vector a. ,...,a. appears exactly n once, and in this case ^(a. , ...,a. ) is skew X 1 n symmetric in each pair a^, a^. Case 2 is clear since, in Theorem 1, the exponent of (-1) is either 1 or | (1+1) = 1. Our proof of Theorem 2 will consist essentially in subtracting from ^(x^,...^) the form conjectured by Lovelock, showing that the difference vanishes whenever every base vector appears an even number of times,so that we are left with the case 2 of Corollary 2. However, we need the following Lemma 4.
If <j> (a. ,.. ) = 0 whenever every a.^ 1 m in (a. ,...,a. ) appears exactly twice,then ^(a. ,...,a. ) 1 
In other words, the vanishing for the case in which every base vector appears exactly twice implies the vanishing when every base vector appears an even number of times. Proof» Assume every entry appears an even number of times,with maximum repetition 2p. By hypothesis, the form vanishes for p = 1, and assume the lemma valid for all p«p. If a T appears 2p + 2 times (as maximum number of repetitions) then at most g-(m -2p -2) base vectors other than a^ can appear. It follows that at least (since m is even) 1 _ n~2 m+ P+1 base vectors do not appear, and since p>1, m« n, at least two base vectors do not appear,say a^ and ajj. We now show that 0[ Re P2p+2 a L»*" J 
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof of lemma 4 indicates quite clearly the need for a more formal framework in which to operate, and we now introduce required terminology. For the moment, assume m = 2-) even (since the esse m odd is all but resolved by Theorem 1).
(P denotes the set of m! permutations on 1=2« indeterminants. We denote the elements of (P by a . The same symbol 3 may be described by a bisection 6 : (1,... ,m] {1,... ,m} so that 6 (i) = j indicates that <r replaces the i-th indefcerminant by the j-th.Hencel if the indeterminants are we often write and hopefully no confusion will arise from this double meaning of <? .
oO denotes (since m = 2^) the set of decompositions of a set of m (distinct) elements into v disjoint sets of two (distinct) elements. Each element in =¿9" will be described as the result of a mapping XpS Iwhere I is the m-tuple of integers (1, The form k = k^ Vs then follows from the invariance of <j > under the full group of (proper) affine transformations. (Both these cases were previously treated in [2] by somewhat different arguments). We are therefore concerned only with the case of even m = 2\>. Define *f(a., ,...,a. ) is a totally skew-symmetric form. As before, the invariance supposition under the full group of linear (proper) transformations yields the desired result, q.e.d.
